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ABSTRACT

Containers are in great demand because they are lightweight
when compared to virtual machines. On the downside, containers o�er weaker isolation than VMs, to the point where
people run containers in virtual machines to achieve proper
isolation. In this paper, we examine whether there is indeed
a strict tradeo� between isolation (VMs) and e�ciency (containers). We �nd that VMs can be as nimble as containers, as
long as they are small and the toolstack is fast enough.
We achieve lightweight VMs by using unikernels for specialized applications and with Tinyx, a tool that enables
creating tailor-made, trimmed-down Linux virtual machines.
By themselves, lightweight virtual machines are not enough
to ensure good performance since the virtualization control
plane (the toolstack) becomes the performance bottleneck.
We present LightVM, a new virtualization solution based
on Xen that is optimized to o�er fast boot-times regardless
of the number of active VMs. LightVM features a complete
redesign of Xen’s control plane, transforming its centralized
operation to a distributed one where interactions with the
hypervisor are reduced to a minimum. LightVM can boot a
VM in 2.3ms, comparable to fork/exec on Linux (1ms), and
two orders of magnitude faster than Docker. LightVM can
pack thousands of LightVM guests on modest hardware with
memory and CPU usage comparable to that of processes.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Lightweight virtualization technologies such as Docker [6]
and LXC [25] are gaining enormous traction. Google, for
instance, is reported to run all of its services in containers [4],
and Container as a Service (CaaS) products are available
from a number of major players including Azure’s Container
Service [32], Amazon’s EC2 Container Service and Lambda
o�erings [1, 2], and Google’s Container Engine service [10].
Beyond these services, lightweight virtualization is crucial to a wide range of use cases, including just-in-time instantiation of services [23, 26] (e.g., �lters against DDoS
attacks, TCP acceleration proxies, content caches, etc.) and
NFV [41, 51], all while providing signi�cant cost reduction
through consolidation and power minimization [46].
The reasons for containers to have taken the virtualization market by storm are clear. In contrast to heavyweight,
hypervisor-based technologies such as VMWare, KVM or
Xen, they provide extremely fast instantiation times, small
per-instance memory footprints, and high density on a single
host, among other features.
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• An overhaul of Xen’s architecture, completely removing its back-end registry (a.k.a. the XenStore), which
constitutes a performance bottleneck. We call this noxs
(no XenStore), and its implementation results in signi�cant improvements for boot and migration times,
among other metrics.
• A revamp of Xen’s toolstack, including a number of
optimizations and the introduction of a split toolstack
that separates functionality that can be run periodically, o�ine, from that which must be carried out when
a command (e.g., VM creation) is issued.
• The development of Tinyx, an automated system for
building minimalistic Linux-based VMs, as well as the
development of a number of unikernels. These lightweight VMs are fundamental to achieving high performance numbers, but also for discovering performance
bottlenecks in the underlying virtualization platform.
• A prototypical implementation along with an extensive performance evaluation showing that LightVM is
able to boot a (unikernel) VM in as little as 2.3ms, reach
same-host VM densities of up to 8000 VMs, migration
and suspend/resume times of 60ms and 30ms/25ms respectively, and per-VM memory footprints of as little
as 480KB (on disk) and 3.6MB (running).
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Figure 1: The unrelenting growth of the Linux syscall
API over the years (x86_32) underlines the di�culty
of securing containers.
However, no technology is perfect, and containers are no
exception: security is a continuous thorn in their side. The
main culprit is the hugely powerful kernel syscall API that
containers use to interact with the host OS. This API is very
broad as it o�ers kernel support for process and thread management, memory, network, �lesystems, IPC, and so forth:
Linux, for instance, has 400 di�erent system calls [37], most
with multiple parameters and many with overlapping functionality; moreover, the number of syscalls is constantly increasing (see �gure 1). The syscall API is fundamentally more
di�cult to secure than the relatively simple x86 ABI o�ered
by virtual machines where memory isolation (with hardware
support) and CPU protection rings are su�cient. Despite the
many isolation mechanisms introduced in the past few years,
such as process and network namespaces, root jails, seccomp,
etc, containers are the target of an ever increasing number of
exploits [11, 22]. To complicate matters, any container that
can monopolize or exhaust system resources (e.g., memory,
�le descriptors, user IDs, forkbombs) will cause a DoS attack
on all other containers on that host [14, 35].
At least for multi-tenant deployments, this leaves us with
a di�cult choice between (1) containers and the security
issues surrounding them and (2) the burden coming from
heavyweight, VM-based platforms. Securing containers in
the context of an ever-expanding and powerful syscall API is
elusive at best. Could we make virtualization faster and more
nimble, much like containers? The explicit goal would be
to achieve performance in the same ball-park as containers:
instantiation in milliseconds, instance memory footprints of
a few MBs or less, and the ability to concurrently run one
thousand or more instances on a single host.
In this paper we introduce LightVM, a lightweight virtualization system based on a type-1 hypervisor. LightVM retains
the strong isolation virtual machines are well-known for
while providing the performance characteristics that make
containers such an attractive proposition. In particular, we
make the following contributions:
• An analysis of the performance bottlenecks preventing traditional virtualization systems from achieving
container-like dynamics (we focus our work on Xen).

To show its applicability, we use LightVM to implement
four use cases: personalized �rewalls, just-in-time service instantiation, high density TLS termination and a lightweight
compute service akin to Amazon Lambda or Google’s Cloud
Functions but based on a Python unikernel. LightVM is available as open source at http://sysml.neclab.eu/projects/lightvm
.

2

REQUIREMENTS

The goal is to be able to provide lightweight virtualization
on top of hypervisor technology. More speci�cally, as requirements, we are interested in a number of characteristics
typical of containers:
• Fast Instantiation: Containers are well-known for
their small startup times, frequently in the range of
hundreds of milliseconds or less. In contrast, virtual
machines are infamous for boot times in the range of
seconds or longer.
• High Instance Density: It is common to speak of
running hundreds or even up to a thousand containers
on a single host, with people even pushing this boundary up to 10,000 containers [17]. This is much higher
than what VMs can typically achieve, which lies more
in the range of tens or hundreds at most, and normally
requires fairly powerful and expensive servers.
• Pause/unpause: Along with short instantiation times,
containers can be paused and unpaused quickly. This

Boot time (ms)
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in images that are a few tens of MBs in size and need
around 30MBs of RAM to boot.
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3.1

Unikernels

The single biggest factor limiting both the scalability and
performance of virtualization is the size of the guest virtual machines: for instance, both the on-disk image size as
well as the running memory footprint are on the order of
hundreds of megabytes to several gigabytes for most Linux
distributions. VM memory consumption imposes a hard upper bound on the number of instances that can be run on the
same server. Containers typically require much less memory
than virtual machines (a few MBs or tens of MBs) because
they share the kernel and have smaller root �lesystems.
Large VMs also slow down instantiation times: the time
needed to read the image from storage, parse it and lay it
out in memory grows linearly with image size. This e�ect is
clearly shown in Figure 2 where we boot the same unikernel
VM from images of di�erent sizes, all stored in a ramdisk.
We increase the size by injecting binary objects into the
uncompressed image �le. This ensures that the results are
due to the e�ects that image size has on VM initialization.

There is a lot of prior work showing that unikernels have
very low memory footprint, and for speci�c applications
there already exist images that one can re-use: ClickOS is
one such example that can run custom Click modular router
con�gurations composed of known elements. Mirage [27] is
another example that takes applications written in OCaml
and creates a minimalistic app+OS combo that is packed as
a guest VM.
If one needs to create a new unikernel, the simplest is
to rely on Mini-OS [34], a toy guest operating system distributed with Xen: its functionality is very limited, there is no
user/kernel separation and no processes/fork. For instance,
only 50 LoC are needed to implement a TCP server over
Mini-OS that returns the current time whenever it receives a
connection (we also linked the lwip networking stack). The
resulting VM image, which we will refer to as the daytime
unikernel, is only 480KB (uncompressed), and can run in as
little as 3.6MB of RAM.1 We use the daytime unikernel as a
lower bound of memory consumption for possible VMs.
We have also created unikernels for more interesting applications, including a TLS termination proxy and Minipython, a Micropython-based unikernel to be used by Amazon
lambda-like services; both have images of around 1MB and
can run with just 8MB of memory.
In general, though, linking existing applications that rely
on the Linux syscall API to Mini-OS is fairly cumbersome and
requires a lot of expert time. That is why we also explored
another approach to creating lightweight VMs based on the
Linux kernel, described next.
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Tinyx
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Figure 2: Boot times grow linearly with VM image size.
can be used to achieve even higher density by pausing
idle instances, and more generally to make better use of
CPU resources. Amazon Lambda, for instance, “freezes”
and “thaws” containers.

LIGHTWEIGHT VMS

The �rst step towards achieving our goals is to reduce both
the image size and the memory footprint of virtual machines.
We observe, as others [27], that most containers and virtual
machines run a single application; if we reduce the functionality of the VM to include only what is necessary for that
application, we expect to reduce the memory usage dramatically. Concretely, we explore two avenues to optimize virtual
machine images:
• Unikernels: tiny virtual machines where a minimalistic operating system (such as MiniOS [34]) is linked directly with the target application. The resulting VM is
typically only a few megabytes in size and can only run
the target application; examples include ClickOS [29]
and Mirage [27].
• Tinyx: a tool that we have built to create a tiny Linux
distribution around a speci�ed application. This results

Tinyx is an automated build system that creates minimalistic
Linux VM images targeted at running a single application (although the system supports having multiple ones). The tool
builds, in essence, a VM consisting of a minimalistic, Linuxbased distribution along with an optimized Linux kernel. It
provides a middle point between a highly specialized unikernel, which has the best performance but requires porting of
applications to a minimalistic OS, and a full-�edged generalpurpose OS VM that supports a large number of applications
out of the box but incurs performance overheads.
The Tinyx build system takes two inputs: an application to
build the image for (e.g., nginx) and the platform the image
will be running on (e.g., a Xen VM). The system separately
builds a �lesystem/distribution and the kernel itself. For the
1 The

3.6MB requires a small patch to Xen’s toolstack to get around the fact
that it imposes a 4MB minimum by default.
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4

VIRTUALIZATION TODAY

Armed with our tiny VM images, we are now ready to explore the performance of existing virtualization technologies.
We base our analysis on Xen [3], which is a type-1 hypervisor widely used in production (e.g., in Amazon EC2). Xen
has a small trusted computing base and its code is fairly
mature, resulting in strong isolation (the ARM version of
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distribution, Tinyx includes the application, its dependencies,
and BusyBox (to support basic functionality).
To derive dependencies, Tinyx uses (1) objdump to generate a list of libraries and (2) the Debian package manager.
To optimize the latter, Tinyx includes a blacklist of packages that are marked as required (mostly for installation, e.g.,
dpkg) but not strictly needed for running the application. In
addition, we include a whitelist of packages that the user
might want to include irrespective of dependency analysis.
Tinyx does not directly create its images from the packages since the packages include installation scripts which
expect utilities that might not be available in the minimalistic Tinyx distribution. Instead, Tinyx �rst mounts an empty
OverlayFS directory over a Debian minimal debootstrap system. In this mounted directory we install the minimal set of
packages discovered earlier as would be normally done in
Debian. Since this is done on an overlay mounted system,
unmounting this overlay gives us all the �les which are properly con�gured as they would be on a Debian system. Before
unmounting, we remove all cache �les, any dpkg/apt related
�les, and other unnecessary directories. Once this is done,
we overlay this directory on top of a BusyBox image as an
underlay and take the contents of the merged directory; this
ensures a minimalistic, application-speci�c Tinyx “distribution”. As a �nal step, the system adds a small glue to run the
application from BusyBox’s init.
To build the kernel, Tinyx begins with the “tinycon�g”
Linux kernel build target as a baseline, and adds a set of
built-in options depending on the target system (e.g., Xen
or KVM support); this generates a working kernel image.
By default, Tinyx disables module support as well as kernel
options that are not necessary for virtualized systems (e.g.,
baremetal drivers). Optionally, the build system can take
a set of user-provided kernel options, disable each one in
turn, rebuild the kernel with the olddefconfig target, boot
the Tinyx image, and run a user-provided test to see if the
system still works (e.g., in the case of an nginx Tinyx image,
the test includes attempting to wget a �le from the server);
if the test fails, the option is re-enabled, otherwise it is left
out of the con�guration. Combined, all these heuristics help
Tinyx create kernel images that are half the size of typical
Debian kernels and signi�cantly smaller runtime memory
usage (1.6MB for Tinyx vs. 8MB for the Debian we tested).

Xen Hypervisor
Hardware (CPU, Memory, MMU, NICs, …)

Figure 3: The Xen architecture including toolstack, the
XenStore, software switch and split drivers between
the driver domain (Dom0) and the guests (DomUs).
the hypervisor, for instance, consists of just 11.4K LoC [43],
and dissagregation [5] can be used to keep the size of critical
Dom0 code low). The competing hypervisor, KVM, is based
on the Linux kernel and has a much larger trusted computing
base. To better understand the following investigation, we
start with a short introduction on Xen.

4.1

Short Xen Primer

The Xen hypervisor only manages basic resources such as
CPUs and memory (see Figure 3). When it �nishes booting,
it automatically creates a special virtual machine called Dom0.
Dom0 typically runs Linux and hosts the toolstack, which includes the xl command and the libxl and libxc libraries
needed to carry out commands such as VM creation, migration and shutdown.
Dom0 also hosts the XenStore, a proc-like central registry
that keeps track of management information such as which
VMs are running and information about their devices, along
with the libxs library containing code to interact with it.
The XenStore provides watches that can be associated with
particular directories of the store and that will trigger callbacks whenever those directories are modi�ed.
Typically, Dom0 also hosts a software switch (Open vSwitch
is the default) to mux/demux packets between NICs and the
VMs, as well as the (Linux) drivers for the physical devices.2
For communication between Dom0 and the other guests, Xen
implements a split-driver model: a virtual back-end driver
running in Dom0 (e.g., the netback driver for networking)
communicates over shared memory with a front-end driver
running in the guests (the netfront driver). So-called event
2 Strictly

speaking, this functionality can be put in a separate VM called a
driver domain, but in most deployments Dom0 acts as a driver domain.
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Figure 4: Comparison of domain instantiation and
boot times for several guest types. With small guests,
instantiation accounts for most of the delay when
bringing up a new VM.
channels, essentially software interrupts, are used to notify
drivers about the availability of data.
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Overhead Investigation

As a testing environment, we use a machine with an Intel
Xeon E5-1630 v3 CPU at 3.7 GHz and 128 GiB of DDR4 memory, and Xen and Linux versions 4.8. We then sequentially
start 1000 virtual machines and measure the time it takes to
create each VM (the time needed for the toolstack to prepare
the VM), and the time it takes the VM to boot. We do this for
three types of VMs that exemplify vastly di�erent sizes: �rst,
a VM running a minimal install of Debian jessie that we view
as a typical VM used in practice; second, Tinyx, where the
distribution is bundled into the kernel image as an initramfs;
and �nally, the daytime unikernel.
Figure 4 shows creation and boot times for these three VM
types, Docker containers, and basic Linux processes (as a
baseline). All VM images are stored on a ramdisk to eliminate
the e�ects that disk I/O would have on performance.
The Debian VM is 1.1GB in size; it takes Xen around 500ms
to create the VM when there are no other VMs running, and
it takes the VM 1.5 seconds to boot. The Tinyx VM (9.5MB
image) is created in 360ms and needs a further 180ms to boot.
The �rst unikernel (480KB image) is created in 80ms, and
needs 3ms to boot.
Docker containers start in around 200ms, and a process is
created and launched (using fork/exec) in 3.5ms on average
(9ms at the 90% percentile). However, for both processes and
containers creation time does not depend on the number of
existing containers or processes.
As we keep creating VMs, however, the creation time
increases noticeably (note the logarithmic scale): it takes 42s,

Figure 5: Breakdown of the VM creation overheads
shows that the main contributors are interactions
with the XenStore and the creation of virtual devices.
10s and 700ms to create the thousandth Debian, Tinyx, and
unikernel guest, respectively. These results are surprising,
since all the VMs are idle after they boot, so the total system
utilization should be low regardless of the number of VMs.
Another result is also apparent from this test: as the size
of the VM decreases, the creation time contributes a larger
and larger fraction of the time that it takes from starting the
VM creation to its availability: with lightweight VMs, the
instantiation of new VMs becomes the main bottleneck.
To understand VM creation overheads, we instrumented
Xen’s xl command-line tool and its libxl library, and categorized the work done into several categories:
• Parsing the con�guration �le that describes the VM
(kernel image, virtual network/block devices, etc.).
• Interacting with the hypervisor to, for example, reserve
and prepare the memory for the new guest, create the
virtual CPUs, and so on.
• Writing information about the new guest in the XenStore, such as its name.
• Creating and con�guring the virtual devices.
• Parsing the kernel image and loading it into memory.
• Internal information and state keeping of the toolstack
that do not �t into any of the above categories.
Figure 5 shows the creation overhead categorized in this
way. It is immediately apparent that there are two main
contributors to the VM creation overhead: the XenStore interaction and the device creation, to the point of negligibility
of all other categories.3 Device creation dominates the guest
instantiation times when the number of currently running
guests is low; its overhead stays roughly constant when we
keep adding virtual machines.
3 Note

that this already uses oxenstored, the faster of the two available
implementations of the XenStore. Results with cxenstored show much
higher overheads.
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5

LIGHTVM

Our target is to achieve VM boot times comparable to process
startup times. Xen has not been engineered for this objective, as the results in the previous section show, and the root
of these problems is deeper than just ine�cient code. For
instance, one fundamental problem with the XenStore is its
centralized, �lesystem-like API which is simply too slow for
use during VM creation and boot, requiring tens of interrupts and privilege domain crossings. Contrast this to the
fork system call which requires a single software interrupt
– a single user-kernel crossing. To achieve millisecond boot
times we need much more than simple optimizations to the
existing Xen codebase.
To this end, we introduce LightVM, a complete re-design
of the basic Xen control plane optimized to provide lightweight virtualization. The architecture of LightVM is shown
in Figure 6. LightVM does not use the XenStore for VM creation or boot anymore, using instead a lean driver called
noxs that addresses the scalability problems of the XenStore
by enabling direct communication between the frontend
and backend drivers via shared memory instead of relaying
messages through the XenStore. Because noxs does not rely
on a message passing protocol but rather on shared pages
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However, the time spent on XenStore interactions increases
superlinearly, for several reasons. The protocol used by the
XenStore is quite expensive, where each operation requires
sending a message and receiving an acknowledgment, each
triggering a software interrupt: a single read or write thus
triggers at least two, and most often four, software interrupts and multiple domain changes between the guest, hypervisor and Dom0 kernel and userspace; as we increase the
number of VMs, so does the load on this protocol. Secondly,
writing certain types of information, such as unique guest
names, incurs overhead linear with the number of machines
because the XenStore compares the new entry against the
names of all other already-running guests before accepting
the new guest’s name. Finally, some information, such as
device initialization, requires writing data in multiple XenStore records where atomicity is ensured via transactions.
As the load increases, XenStore interactions belonging to
di�erent transactions frequently overlap, resulting in failed
transactions that need to be retried.
Finally, it is worth noting that the spikes on the graph
are due to the fact that the XenStore logs every access to
log �les (20 of them), and rotates them when a certain maximum number of lines is reached (13,215 lines by default);
the spikes happen when this rotation takes place. While disabling this logging would remove the spikes, it would not
help in improving the overall creation times, as we veri�ed
in further experiments not shown here.

Figure 6: LightVM architecture showing noxs, xl’s replacement (chaos), the split toolstack and accompanying daemon, and xendevd in charge of quickly adding
virtual interfaces to the software switch.
mapped in the guest’s address space, reducing the number
of software interrupts and domain crossings needed for VM
operations (create/save/resume/migrate/destroy).
LightVM provides a split toolstack that separates VM creation functionality into a prepare and an execute phase,
reducing the amount of work to be done on VM creation.
We have also implemented chaos/libchaos, a new virtualization toolstack that is much leaner than the standard
xl/libxl, in addition to a small daemon called xendevd
that quickly adds virtual interfaces to the software switch or
handles block device images’ setup. We cover each of these
in detail in the next sections.

5.1

Noxs (no XenStore) and the Chaos
Toolstack

The XenStore is crucial to the way Xen functions, with many
xl commands making heavy use of it. By way of illustration, Figure 7a shows the process when creating a VM and
its (virtual) network device. First, the toolstack writes an
entry to the network back-end’s directory, essentially announcing the existence of a new VM in need of a network
device. Previous to that, the back-end placed a watch on that
directory; the toolstack writing to this directory triggers the
back-end to assign an event channel and other information
(e.g., grant references, a mechanism for sharing memory between guests) and to write it back to the XenStore (step 2
in the �gure). Finally, when the VM boots up it contacts the
XenStore to retrieve the information previously written by
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Figure 7: Standard VM creation process in Xen using
the XenStore versus our noxs implementation.
the network back-end (step 3). The above is a simpli�cation:
in actuality, the VM creation process alone can require interaction with over 30 XenStore entries, a problem that is
exacerbated with increasing number of VMs and devices.
Is it possible to forego the use of the XenStore for operations such as creation, pause/unpause and migration? As it
turns out, most of the necessary information about a VM is
already kept by the hypervisor (e.g., the VM’s id, but not the
name, which is kept in the XenStore but is not needed during
boot). The insight here is that the hypervisor already acts as
a sort of centralized store, so we can extend its functionality
to implement our noxs (no XenStore) mechanism.
Speci�cally, we begin by replacing libxl and the corresponding xl command with a streamlined, thin library and
command called libchaos and chaos, respectively (cf. Figure 6); these no longer make use of the XenStore and its
accompanying libxs library.
In addition, we modify Xen’s hypervisor to create a new,
special device memory page for each new VM that we use
to keep track of a VM’s information about any devices, such
as block and networking, that it may have. We also include
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a hypercall to write to and read from this memory page,
and make sure that, for security reasons, the page is shared
read-only with guests, with only Dom0 allowed to request
modi�cations.
When a chaos create command is issued, the toolstack
�rst requests the creation of devices from the back-end(s)
through an ioctl handled by the noxs Linux kernel module
(step 1 in Figure 7b).4 The back-end then returns the details
about the communication channel for the front-end. Second,
the toolstack calls the new hypercall asking the hypervisor
to add these details to the device page (step 2).
When the VM boots, instead of contacting the XenStore,
it will ask the hypervisor for the address of the device page
and will map the page into its address space using hypercalls (step 3 in the �gure); this requires modi�cations to the
guest’s operating system, which we have done for Linux and
Mini-OS. The guest will then use the information in the page
to initiate communication with the back-end(s) by mapping
the grant and binding to the event channel (step 4). At this
stage, the front and back-ends set up the device by exchanging information such as its state and its MAC address (for
networking); this information was previously kept in the
XenStore and is now stored in a device control page pointed
to by the grant reference. Finally, front and back-ends notify each other of events through the event channel, which
replaces the use of XenStore watches.
To support migration without a XenStore, we create a new
pseudo-device called sysctl to handle power-related operations and implement it following Xen’s split driver model,
with a back-end driver (sysctlback) and a front-end (sysctlfront) one. These two drivers share a device page through
which communication happens and an event channel.
With this in place, migration begins by chaos opening
a TCP connection to a migration daemon running on the
remote host and by sending the guest’s con�guration so that
the daemon pre-creates the domain and creates the devices.
Next, to suspend the guest, chaos issues an ioctl to the
sysctl back-end, which will set a �eld in the shared page to
denote that the shutdown reason is suspend, and triggers
the event channel. The front-end will receive the request to
shutdown, upon which the guest will save its internal state
and unbind noxs-related event channels and device pages.
Once the guest is suspended we rely on libxc code to send
the guest data to the remote host.

5.2

Split Toolstack

In the previous section we showed that a large fraction of
the overheads related to VM creation and other operations
comes from the toolstack itself. Upon closer investigation, it
4 Currently

this mechanism only works if the back-ends run in Dom0, but
the architecture allows for back-ends to run on a di�erent virtual machine.
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turns out that a signi�cant portion of the code that executes
when, for instance, a VM create command is issued, does not
actually need to run at VM creation time. This is because
this code is common to all VMs, or at least common to all
VMs with similar con�gurations. For example, the amount
of memory may di�er between VMs, but there will generally
only be a small number of di�ering memory con�gurations,
similar to OpenStack’s �avors. This means that VMs can be
pre-executed and thus o�-loaded from the creation process.
To take advantage of this, we replace the standard Xen
toolstack with the libchaos library and split it into two
phases. The prepare phase (see Figure 8) is responsible for
functionality common to all VMs such as having the hypervisor generate an ID and other management information and
allocating CPU resources to the VM. We o�oad this functionality to the chaos daemon, which generates a number
of VM shells and places them in a pool. The daemon ensures
that there is always a certain (con�gurable) number of shells
available in the system.
The execute phase then begins when a VM creation command is issued. First, chaos parses the con�guration �le
for the VM to be created. It then contacts the daemon and
asks for a shell �tting the VM requirements, which is then
removed from the pool. On this shell, the remaining VMspeci�c operations, such as loading the kernel image into
memory and �nalizing the device initialization, are executed
to create the VM, which is then booted.

Replacing the Hotplug Script: xendevd

The creation of a virtual device by the driver domain usually
requires some mechanism to setup the device in user-space
(e.g., by adding a vif to the bridge). With standard Xen this
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Figure 8: Toolstack split between functionality belonging to the prepare phase, carried out periodically
by the chaos daemon, and an execute phase, directly
called by chaos when a command is issued.
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Figure 9: Creation times for up to 1,000 instances
of the daytime unikernel for all combinations of
LightVM’s mechanisms. “xl” denotes standard Xen
with no optimizations.
process is done either by xl, calling bash scripts that take
care of the necessary initialization or by udevd, calling the
same scripts when the backend triggers the udev event. The
script that is executed is usually user-con�gured, giving great
�exibility to implement di�erent scenarios. However launching and executing bash scripts is a slow process taking tens
of milliseconds, considerably slowing down the boot process.
To work around this, we implemented this mechanism as a
binary daemon called xendevd that listens for udev events
from the backends and executes a pre-de�ned setup without
forking or bash scripts, reducing setup time.

6

EVALUATION

In this section we present a performance evaluation of LightVM,
including comparisons to standard Xen and, where applicable, Docker containers. We use two x86 machines in our tests:
one with an Intel Xeon E5-1630 v3 CPU at 3.7 GHz (4 cores)
and 128GB of DDR4 RAM, and another one consisting of
four AMD Opteron 6376 CPUs at 2.3 GHz (with 16 cores
each) and 128GB of DDR3 RAM. Both servers run Xen 4.8.
We use a number of di�erent guests: (1) three Mini-OSbased unikernels, including noop, the daytime unikernel,
and one based on Micropython [31] which we call Minipython; (2) a Tinyx noop image (no apps installed) and a Tinyx
image with Micropython; and (3) a Debian VM. For container
experiments we use Docker version 1.13.

6.1

Instantiation Times

We want to measure how long it takes to create and boot a
virtual machine, how that scales as the number of running
VMs on the system increases, and how both of these compare to containers. We further want to understand how the
LightVM mechanisms a�ect these times.
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For the �rst test, we boot up to 1,000 daytime unikernels,
and we measure the time it takes for the n’th unikernel to be
created. We repeat this experiment with all combinations of
the LightVM mechanisms: chaos + XenStore, chaos + noxs,
chaos + split toolstack and chaos + noxs + split toolstack;
we also include measurements when running out-of-the-box
Xen (labeled “xl”). We run the tests on the 4-core machine,
with one core assigned to Dom0 and the remaining three cores
assigned to the VMs in a round-robin fashion.
The results are shown in Figure 9. Out of the box, Xen (the
“xl” curve) has creation times of about 100ms for the �rst VM,
scaling rather poorly up to a maximum of just under 1 second
for the 1000th VM. In addition, the curve shows spikes at regular intervals as a result of the log rotation issue mentioned
earlier in the paper. Replacing xl with chaos results in a noticeable improvement, with creation times ranging now from
roughly 15 to 80ms. Adding the split toolstack mechanism
to the equation improves scalability, showing a maximum of
about 25ms for the last VMs. Removing the XenStore (chaos
+ noxs curve) provides great scalability, essentially yielding
low creation times in the range of 8-15 ms for the last VMs.
Finally, we obtain the best results with all of the optimizations (chaos + noxs + split toolstack) turned on: boot times
as low as 4ms going up to just 4.1ms for the 1,000th VM. As
a �nal point of reference, using a noop unikernel with no
devices and all optimizations results in a minimum boot time
of 2.3ms.
Next, we test LightVM against Docker containers when
using even larger numbers of instances (see Figure 10). To
measure this, we used the 64-core AMD machine, assigning
4 cores to Dom0 and the remaining 60 to the VMs in a roundrobin fashion; we used the noop unikernel for the guests
themselves. As before, the best results come when using
chaos + noxs + split toolstack, which shows good scalability
with increasing number of VMs, up to 8,000 of them in this
case. Docker containers start at about 150ms and ramp up to
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Figure 10: LightVM boot times on a 64-core machine
versus Docker containers.
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Figure 11: Boot times for unikernel and Tinyx guests
versus Docker containers.

about 1 second for the 3,000th container. The spikes in that
curve coincide with large jumps in memory consumption,
and we stop at about 3,000 because after that the next large
memory allocation consumes all available memory and the
system becomes unresponsive.
For the �nal test we show how the boot times of a Tinyx
guest compare to those of a unikernel, and we further plot a
Docker container curve for comparison (see Figure 11). As
expected, the unikernel performs best, but worthy of note
is the fact that Tinyx, a Linux-based VM, performs rather
close to Docker containers up to roughly 750 VMs (250 per
core on our test machine). The increase in boot times as the
number of VMs per core increases is due to the fact that
even an idle, minimal Linux distribution such as Tinyx runs
occasional background tasks. As the number of VMs per core
increases, contention for CPU time increases, increasing the
boot time of each VM. In contrast, idling docker containers
or unikernels do not run such background tasks, leading to
no noticeable increase in boot times.

6.2

Checkpointing and Migration

In the next set of experiments we use the 4-core machine
and the daytime unikernel to test save/restore (i.e., checkpointing) and migration times. In all tests we use a RAM disk
for the �lesystem so that the results are not skewed by hard
drive access speeds. We assign two cores to Dom0 and the
remaining two to the VMs in a round-robin fashion.
For checkpointing, the experimental procedure is as follows. At every run of the test we start 10 guests and randomly
pick 10 guests to be checkpointed; for instance, in the �rst
run all 10 guests created are checkpointed, in the second one
20 guests exist out of which 10 are checkpointed, and so on
up to a total of 1,000 guests. This is to show how quick checkpointing is when the system is already running N numbers
of guests. The results are shown in Figure 12a and Figure 12b,
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Figure 13: Migration times for the
daytime unikernel.
Figure 12: Checkpointing times using the daytime unikernel.
split between save and restore times, respectively. The �g65536
ures show that LightVM can save a VM in around 30ms and
16384
restore it in 20ms, regardless of the number of running guests,
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while standard Xen needs 128ms and 550ms respectively.
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source host so that it is ready for the next round).
We plot migration times for the daytime unikernel in FigFigure 14: Scalability of VM memory usage for di�erure 13. As in previous graphs, turning all optimizations on
ent VMs, for containers and for processes.
(chaos, noxs and split toolstack) yields the best results, with
migration times of about 60ms irrespective of how many
VMs are currently running on the host. For low number of
about 27GB versus 5GB for Docker. This 22GB di�erence is
VMs the chaos + XenStore slightly outperforms LightVM:
small for current server memory capacity (100s of GBs or
this is due to device destruction times in noxs which we have
higher) and memory prices. Debian consumes about 114GB
not yet optimized and remain as future work.
when running 1,000 VMs (assuming 111MB per VM, the

6.3

Memory Footprint

One of the advantages of containers is that, since they use
a common kernel, their memory usage stays low as their
numbers increase. This is in contrast to VMs, where each
instance is a full replica of the operating system and �lesystem. In our next experiment we try to see if small VMs can
get close to the memory scalability that containers provide.
For the test we use the 4-core machine and allocate a single
core to Dom0 and the remaining 3 to the VMs as before. We
use three types of guests: a Minipython unikernel, a Tinyx
VM with Micropython installed, and a Debian VM also with
Micropython installed. For comparison purposes we also
conduct tests with a Docker/Micropython container and a
Micropython process.
Generally, the results (Figure 14) show that the unikernel’s
memory usage is fairly close to that of Docker containers.
The Tinyx curve is higher, since multiple copies of the Linux
kernel are running; however, the additional memory consumption is not dramatic: for 1,000 guests, the system uses

minimum needed for them to run).

6.4

CPU Usage

For the �nal test of the section we take a look at CPU usage
when using a noop unikernel, Tinyx and a Debian VM, and
plot these against usage for Docker. For the VM measurements we use iostat to get Dom0’s CPU usage and xentop
to get the guests’ utilizations.
As shown in Figure 15, Docker containers have the lowest utilization although the unikernel is only a fraction of
a percentage point higher. Tinyx also fares relatively well,
reaching a maximum utilization of about 1% when running
1,000 guests. The Debian VM scales more poorly, reaching
about 25% for 1,000 VMs: this is because each Debian VM
runs a number of services out of the box that, taken together,
results in fairly high CPU utilization. In all, the graph shows
that CPU utilizations for VMs can be roughly on par with
that of containers, as long as the VMs are trimmed down to
include only the functionality crucial for the target application.
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Figure 15: CPU usage for a unikernel, Tinyx, a Debian
VM and Docker.

7

USE CASES

We now explore scenarios where lightweight virtualization
can bring a tangible bene�t over the status quo. In all the following scenarios, using containers would help performance
but weaken isolation, while using full-blown VMs would provide the same isolation as lightweight VMs, but with poorer
performance.

7.1

Personal Firewalls

The number of attacks targeting mobile phones is increasing
constantly [30]. Running up-to-date �rewalls and intrusion
detection/prevention on the mobile phone is di�cult, so one
option is to scrub the tra�c in the cloud instead. Ideally, each
mobile user should be able to run a personal �rewall that is
on-path of the tra�c to avoid latency in�ation.
Recently, mobile operators have started working on mobileedge computing (MEC) [16], which aims to run processing
as close as possible to mobile users and, to this end, deploys
servers co-located with mobile gateways situated at or near
the cellular base stations (or cells).
The MEC is an ideal place to instantiate personal �rewalls
for mobile users. The di�culty is that the amount of deployed
hardware at any single cell is very limited (one or a few
machines), while the number of active users in the cell is on
the order of a few thousand. Moreover, users enter and leave
the cell continuously, so it is critical to be able to instantiate,
terminate and migrate personal �rewalls quickly and cheaply,
following the user through the mobile network.
Using full-blown Linux VMs is not feasible because of their
large boot times (a few seconds) and their large image sizes
(GBs) which would severely increase migration duration and
network utilization. Using containers, on the other hand, is
tricky because malicious users could try to subvert the whole
MEC machine and would be able to read and tamper with
other users’ tra�c.

Instead, we rely on ClickOS, a unikernel specialized for
network processing [29] running a simple �rewall con�guration we have created. The resulting VM image is 1.7MB in
size and the VM needs just 8MB of memory to run; we can
run as many as 8000 such �rewalls on our 64-core AMD machine, and booting one instance takes about 10ms. Migrating
a ClickOS VM over a 1Gbps, 10ms link takes just 150ms.
We want to see if the ClickOS VMs can actually do useful work when so many of them are active simultaneously.
We start 1000 VMs running �rewalls for 1000 emulated mobile clients, and then run an increasing number of iperf
instances, each instance representing one client and being
serviced by a dedicated VM. We limit each client’s throughput to 10Mbps to mimic typical 4G speeds in busy cells. We
measure total throughput as well added latency. For the latter,
we have one client run ping instead of iperf.
The results, run on a server with an Intel Xeon E5-2690 v4
2.6 GHz processor (14 cores) and 64GB of RAM, are shown
in Figure 16a. The cumulative throughput grows linearly
until 2.5Gbps (250 clients), each client getting 10Mbps. After
that, heavy CPU contention curbs the throughput increase:
the average per-user throughput is 6.5Mbps when there are
500 active users, and 4Mbps with 1000 active users. The
per-packet added latency is negligible with few active users
(tens), but increases to 60ms when 1000 users are active; this
is to be expected since the Xen scheduler will e�ectively
round-robin through the VMs. We note that VMs servicing
long �ows care less about latency, and a better scheduler
could prioritize VMs servicing few packets (like our ping
VM); this subject is worth future investigation.
To put the performance in perspective, we note that the
maximum theoretical download throughput of LTE-advanced
is just 3.3Gbps (per cell sector), implying that a single machine running LightVM would be able to run personalized
�rewalls for all the users in the cell without becoming a
performance bottleneck.

7.2

Just-in-Time Service Instantiation

Our second use-case also targets mobile edge computing:
we are interested in dynamically o�oading work from the
mobile to the edge as proposed by [28]; the most important
metrics are responsiveness and the ability to o�er the service
to as many mobile devices as possible. We implemented a
dummy service that boots a VM whenever it receives a packet
from a new client, and keeps the VM running as long as the
client is actively sending packets; after 2s of inactivity we tear
down the VM. To measure the worst-case client perceived
latency, we have each client send a single ping request, and
have the newly booted VM reply to pings.
We use open-loop client arrivals with di�erent intensities
and plot the CDFs of ping times in Figure 16b. The di�erent
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Figure 16: LightVM use cases.

7.3

High Density TLS Termination

The Snowden leaks have revealed the full extent of state-level
surveillance, and this has pushed most content providers to
switch to TLS (i.e., HTTPS) to the point where 70% of Internet
tra�c is now encrypted [39]. TLS, however, requires at least
one additional round-trip time to setup, increasing page load
times signi�cantly if the path RTT is large. The preferred
solution to reduce this e�ect is to terminate TLS as close to
the client as possible using a content-distribution network
and then serve the content from the local cache or fetch it
from the server over a long-term encrypted tunnel.
Even small content providers have started relying on CDNs,
which now must serve a larger number of customers on the
same geographically-distributed server deployments. TLS
termination needs the long term secret key of the content
provider, requiring strong isolation between di�erent contentproviders’ HTTPS proxies; simply running these in containers is unacceptable, while running full Linux VMs is too
heavyweight.
We have built two lightweight VMs for TLS termination:
one is based on Minipython and the other one is based on
Tinyx. Our target is to support as many TLS proxies as possible on a single machine, so we rely on axtls [12], a TLS
library for embedded systems optimized for size. The unikernel relies on the lwip networking stack, boots in 6ms and
uses 16MB of RAM at runtime. The Tinyx machine uses
40MB of RAM and boots in 190ms.
To understand whether the CDN provider can e�ciently
support many simultaneous customers on the same box, we
have N apachebench clients continuously requesting the
same empty �le over HTTPS from N virtual machines. We

VM runtime (s)

curves correspond to varying client inter-arrival rates: with
one new client every 25 ms, the client-measured latency is
13ms in the median and 20ms at the 90%. With one new
client every 10 ms, the RTTs improve up to the point that
our Linux bridge is overloaded and starts dropping packets
(mostly ARP packets), hence some pings time out and there
is a long tail for the client-perceived latency.
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Figure 17: Lightweight compute function service time
on an overloaded machine (Minipython unikernels)
measure the aggregate throughput on the 14-core machine
and plot it in Figure 16c (bare metal means a Linux process,
i.e., no hypervisor). The graph shows that adding more VMs
increases total throughput; this is because more VMs fully
utilize all CPUs to perform public-key operations, masking
protocol overheads. Tinyx’s performance is very similar to
that of running processes on a bare-metal Linux distribution: around 1400 requests per second are serviced. This
number is low because we use 1024-bit RSA keys instead of
more e�cient variants such as ECDHE. Finally, note that the
unikernel only achieves a �fth of the throughput of Tinyx;
this is mostly due to the ine�cient lwip stack. With appropriate engineering, the stack can be �xed, however reaching
the maturity of the Linux kernel TCP stack is a tall order.
These results highlight the tradeo�s one must navigate
when aiming for lightweight virtualization: either use Tinyx
or other minimalistic Linux-based VMs that are inherently
slower to boot (hundreds of ms) and more memory hungry,
or invest considerable engineering e�ort to develop minimal
unikernels that achieve millisecond-level boot times and
allow for massive consolidation.

7.4

Lightweight Compute Service

On-demand compute services such as Amazon’s Lambda or
blockchain-backed distributed ledgers are increasing in popularity. Such services include data, image, or video aggregations and conversions, or cryptographic hash computations,
and perform calculations that often do not last more than a
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Figure 18: Number of concurrently running Minipython unikernels for the compute service use case.
few seconds. Further, there is no need to keep state between
independent calculations which means that the service can
be simply destroyed after �nishing the calculation. Nevertheless, compute services for di�erent tenants need strong
isolation to reduce sensitive information leaks.
Lightweight VMs are a perfect match for such lightweight
computation services. For this use case we rely on the Minipython unikernel we created which runs computations written in Python, similar to Amazon’s Lambda. The unikernel
uses the the lightweight MicroPython interpreter and also
links a networking stack. In addition, we have implemented
a daemon in Dom0 that receives compute service requests (in
the form of python programs) and spawns a VM to run the
program. When the program �nishes the VM shuts down.
We ran experiments on our four-core machine. All compute
services calculated an approximation of e that takes approximately 0.8 seconds. The domains were spawned on three of
the four cores (with the fourth exclusively used by Dom0).
We generate one thousand compute requests in an open
loop with inter-arrival times of 250ms. This is faster than our
machine can cope (266ms inter-arrivals lead to full utilization), slowly increasing load on the system. Creation times
are not strongly a�ected by the increasing load, since Dom0
had its own dedicated core. Creation times for noxs slowly
increase from approximately 2.8 ms to approximately 3.5 ms.
Using the split toolstack and its pre-created domains takes a
nearly constant 1.3 ms regardless of the number of alreadycreated domains. Figure 17 shows the time it takes for the
nth compute request to be serviced in this overloaded system, and Figure 18 shows the number of active VMs as a
function of time. Notice how our optimizations, in particular
not using the XenStore, improve the completion times by a
factor of 5 when the system is slightly overloaded (100-200
backlogged VMs); here the work reduction provided by noxs
allows other VMs to do useful work instead, reducing the
number of backlogged VMs.

8

RELATED WORK

A number of OS-level virtualization technologies exist and
are widely deployed, including Docker, LXC, FreeBSD jails
and Linux-VServer, among others [6, 13, 25, 42]. In terms
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of high density, the work in [17] shows how to run 10,000
Docker containers on a single server. Zhang et al. implement
network functions using Docker containers and can boot
up to 80K of them [51]. In our work, we make the case for
lightweight virtualization on top of a hypervisor, providing
strong isolation while retaining the attractive properties
commonly found in containers.
A number of works have looked into optimizing hypervisors such as Xen, KVM and VMWare [3, 20, 47] to reduce
their overheads in terms of boot times and other metrics. For
example, Intel Clear Containers [45] (ICC) has similarities
to our work but a di�erent goal. ICC tries to run containers
within VMs with the explicit aim of keeping compatibility
with existing frameworks (Docker, rkt); this compatibility
results in overheads. LightVM optimizes both the virtualization system and guests, achieving performance similar to
or better than containers without sacri�cing isolation. We
have also showed that it is possible to make automated build
tools to minimize the e�ort needed to make such specialized guests (i.e., with Tinyx). ICC also optimizes parts of
the virtualization system (e.g., the toolstack), but does not
provide other features such as the split toolstack and uses
larger guests: an ICC guest is 70MB and boots in 500ms [19]
as opposed to a Tinyx one which is about 10MB and boots
in about 300ms.
ukvm [50] implements a specialized unikernel monitor on
top of KVM and uses MirageOS unikernels to achieve 10 ms
boot times (the main metric the work focuses on). Jitsu [26]
optimizes parts of Xen to implement just-in-time instantiation of network services by accelerating connection start-up
times. Earlier work [48] implemented JIT instantiation of
honeypots through the use of image cloning; unlike the work
there, we do not require the VMs on the system to run the
same application in order to achieve scalability. The work
in [36] optimizes xl toolstack overheads, but their use of
Linux VMs results in boot times in the hundreds of milliseconds or seconds range. LightVM aims to provide containerlike dynamics; as far as we know, this is the �rst proposal
to simultaneously provide small boot, suspend/resume and
migration times (sometimes an order of magnitude smaller
than previous work), high density and low per-VM memory
footprints.
Beyond containers and virtual machines, other works
have proposed the use of minimalistic kernels or hypervisors to provide lightweight virtualization. Exokernel [8] is a
minimalistic operating system kernel that provides applications with the ability to directly manage physical resources.
NOVA [44] is a microhypervisor consisting of a thin virtualization layer and thus aimed at reducing the attack surface
(NOVA’s TCB is about 36K LoC, compared to for instance
11.4K for Xen’s ARM port). The Denali isolation kernel is
able to boot 10K VMs but does not support legacy OSes and
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has limited device support [49]. The work in [40] proposes
the implementation of cloudlets to quickly o�oad services
from mobile devices to virtual machines running in a cluster
or data center, although the paper reports VM boot times in
the 60-90 seconds range. The Embassies project [7, 15] and
Drawbridge [33] make a similar case than us by providing
strong isolation through picoprocesses that have a narrow
interface (the way VMs do), though the target there was
running isolated user-space applications or web client apps.
Finally, unikernels [27] have seen signi�cant research interest; prior work includes Mirage [27], ClickOS [29], Erlang
on Xen [9] and OSv [21] to name just a few. Our work does
not focus on unikernels, but rather leverages them to be able
to separate the e�ects coming from the virtual machine from
those of the underlying virtualization platform. For example,
they allow us to reach high density numbers without having
to resort to overly expensive servers.
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DISCUSSION AND OPEN ISSUES

Memory sharing: LightVM does not use page sharing between VMs, assuming the worst-case scenario where all
pages are di�erent. One avenue of optimization is to use
memory de-duplication (as proposed by SnowFlock [24])
to reduce the overall memory footprint; unfortunately this
requires non-negligible changes to the virtualization system.
Generality: While LightVM is based on Xen, most of its
components can be extended to other virtualization platforms such as KVM. This includes (1) the optimized toolstack,
where work such as ukvm [50] provides a lean toolstack for
KVM (among other things); (2) the pre-creation of guests,
which is independent of the underlying hypervisor technology; and (3) the use of specialized OSes and unikernels,
several of which already exist for non-Xen hypervisors (e.g.,
the Solo5 unikernel [18], rump kernels [38], OSv [21]). The
one feature that is Xen-speci�c is the XenStore, though KVM
keeps similar information in the Linux kernel (process information) and in the QEMU process (device information).
Usability and portability: Despite its compelling performance, LightVM is still not as easy to use as containers.
Container users can rely on a large ecosystem of tools and
support to run unmodi�ed existing applications.
LightVM exposes a clear trade-o� between performance
and portability/usability. Unikernels provide the best performance, but require non-negligible development time and
manual tweaking to get an image to compile against a target
application. Further, debugging and extracting the best performance out of them is not always trivial since they do not
come with the rich set of tools that OSes such as Linux have.
At the other extreme, VMs based on general-purpose OSes
such as Linux require no porting and can make use of existing management tools, but their large memory footprints

and high boot times, among other issues, have at least partly
resulted in the widespread adoption of containers (and their
security problems).
In designing and implementing the Tinyx build system we
tried to take a �rst step towards solving the problem: Tinyx
provides better performance than a standard Debian distribution without requiring any application porting. However,
Tinyx is still a compromise: we sacri�ce some performance
with respect to unikernels in order to keep the ecosystem
and existing application support.
The ultimate goal is to be able to automatically build
custom-OSes targeting a single application. For instance,
the Rump Kernels project [38] builds “unikernels”, relying
on large portions of NetBSD to support existing applications.
This is not quite what we would need since the performance
and size of the resulting images are not in the same order
of magnitude as LightVM. Part of the solution would have
to decompose an existing OS into �ne-granularity modules,
automatically analyze an application’s dependencies, and
choose which is the minimum set of modules needed for the
unikernel to compile. This area of research is future work.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have presented LightVM, a complete redesign of Xen’s
toolstack optimized for performance that can boot a minimalistic VM in as little as 2.3ms, comparable to the fork/exec implementation in Linux (1ms). Moreover, LightVM has almost
constant creation and boot times regardless of the number
of running VMs; this is in contrast to the current toolstack
that can take as much as 1s to create a VM when the system
is loaded. To achieve such performance LightVM foregoes
Xen’s centralized toolstack architecture based on the XenStore in favor of a distributed implementation we call noxs,
along with a reimplementation of the toolstack.
The use cases we presented show that there is a real need
for lightweight virtualization, and that it is possible to simultaneously achieve both good isolation and performance
on par or better than containers. However, there is a development price to be paid: unikernels o�er best performance
but require signi�cant engineering e�ort which is useful for
highly popular apps (such as TLS termination) but likely
too much for many other applications. Instead, we have proposed Tinyx as a midway point: creating Tinyx images is
streamlined and (almost) as simple as creating containers,
and performance is on par with that of Docker containers.
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